SMALL & EMERGING NONPROFIT

BUYER’S GUIDE
Selecting the right mission-critical software for your nonprofit

Let’s get
Started

INTRODUCTION
When was the last time you felt like you had
the most cutting-edge, right-fit technology for
your mission? That teams across fundraising,
marketing, and programs were working
together on one software platform with the
data they needed? Let’s face it, most of us
still have a long way to go digitizing mission
and donor data, automating processes, and
connecting with constituents.

There’s no shortage of software on the
market that nonprofits can leverage. Startups
are popping up every day with new apps.
Older nonprofit vendors are finally moving
to the cloud. Tech companies like Salesforce
that started out with Customer Relationship
Management software (CRM) for privatesector businesses, now have specialized
nonprofit solutions.

We’ve put together this buyer’s guide to help
nonprofits better understand and prioritize
software based on their unique needs in an
ever growing technology landscape.

The question is, which option is
right for you?

Technology equalizes opportunity
Shifts in the nonprofit technology landscape

If you don’t have as many resources, you have to be resourceful. Many emerging nonprofits today act more like tech startups in order to tip
the scales in their favor. They embed technology deeper into their mission, and as a result can break traditional barriers that limited their
impact, while increasing their capacity. Where newly-established infrastructures used to mean less stability, they can now mean more
agility and flexibility. Where modest size was once a hindrance, it can now be a huge advantage.

There are many changes making this possible.

nonprofit Alignment

Technology Access

Software Adoption

No more silos

Barriers to entry are lowered

Experience rules

Nonprofits are shifting how they think
about software, as many have faced
challenges adding point solutions over
time for each team. More are including it
in their strategic plan, making decisions
together for all departments, and hiring
full-time IT staff.

The best software and tech used to be
for those with big budgets, however due
to lower cost subscription models and
advances in ease of deployment in the
cloud, nonprofits now have access to
software used by the biggest nonprofits
and corporations in the world.

The days of forced adoption are over.
Nonprofits, and the vendors they choose,
need to create the right experiences for their
users and constituents. Software needs to be
tailored to your organization, the data around
your mission. Today’s technology must be
easy to use and accessible on any device.

The most successful nonprofits we see treat technology investment as an ongoing journey, and
we’ve documented some of the steps they taken on their path.
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CHAPTER ONE

SHIFT YOUR TECH STRATEGY
Small nonprofits face many hurdles that hold them back from achieving and exceeding their mission goals. They look for
opportunities to work smarter, because most people really can’t work any harder.
Working smarter today means using technology to automate repetitive work, understand what’s working (or what’s not), and connect
digitally in ways you cannot physically. With the right technology, nonprofits can empower each staff member and constituent, to
operate at 10 or 100 times their size.
Small nonprofits today are spending far more as a percentage of overhead budget than any other size organization, building a
digital home for their mission to help connect their organization and community with one view of constituents. Here are a few ways
nonprofits ensure they are most effective with their technology investment.

TREAT TECHNOLOGY LIKE A
strategic investment
Nonprofits are changing how they account for software, so
it’s not viewed the same as office supplies in their operating
budget. This ensures it’s understood as a strategic investment by
their board, funders, and leadership.

AVOID COLLECTING TECH CLUTTER
Don’t accumulate the wrong software over time. With a strategic
approach to buying technology, you can better prioritize and
justifying investments, ensuring you have the right tools (and
ones that work together).
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CONNECT SILOED ROOMS OF DATA
When data on every donor, volunteer, advocate or beneficiary
is stuck in separate systems, everyone suffers. Nonprofits are
breaking down departmental walls with one backend platform
and source of truth across fundraising, marketing, and programs.

MAKE A MOVE
Modern nonprofits constantly evaluate options for improvement.
The days of staying with a vendor because “that’s how we’ve always
done it” is not an option. Today’s employees expect technology
with mobile access, and one easy-to-use experience.

TEST NEW ADDITIONS
New, integrated cloud software, whether built specifically for nonprofits or not, is coming
out all the time. The question is: Is your organization ready to find these quick wins, test
their fit for your organization, and break through walls monthly or even weekly?

“Starting a nonprofit, the question was what do
we use? We needed a system that could manage
almost infinite complexity and scale. Starting with
no money, there really was only one option that
could work for us.”
ADRIAN TIRTINADI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OPEN
DOOR LEGAL

WEBINAR

HEAR ADRIAN, NTEN, AND
OTHERS SPEAK ABOUT
SELECTING NONPROFIT
TECHNOLOGY.
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CHAPTER TWO

DO YOUR HOMEWORK
WHY CHANGE?

READ THE LATEST TECH TRENDS

There are plenty of “whys”. The mumbling from a development
officer about a better CRM, murmurs in the kitchen about
that system that feels like it was from the 90’s, or the marketer
fuming because can’t get data to segment their constituents.
Ask staff about their “tech-peeves”, and document the impact
they have on their work, as well as what a new system would do
for your organization.

There are a lot of changes in the technology world, and
specifically in Nonprofit software. Keeping up with all the outlets
is a challenge, but a few sources to get you started are:

GET PEOPLE EXCITED
With the potential impact from a project like this, everyone
should be gushing with enthusiasm, right? Not always, as
change feels hard. Find champions, make them care, and give
them ownership. Talk about your new bright, modern future
together with technology.
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Business/Tech:

FIND SIMILAR ORGANIZATIONS

ALIGN TO GOALS & METRICS

There is no need to reinvent the wheel. Talk with nonprofits of
similar cause areas or size to understand potential solutions.
There’s also a lot to be learned from speaking with your board
members or small businesses to get a different point of view
on software.

How can technology support your mission goals? Every impact
report has a list of achievements from the year past, and goals
for the next. Aligning project goals to organizational goals will
not only help get your project funded, but also ensure you are
focused on the right things your leaders care about.

EVALUATE PAST SUCCESSES
What was the last piece of software that you purchased? Who
led the project and what was their process for rolling out? How
did it go in the end? Take previous learnings into consideration
on your new pet project (especially if you’re new).
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CHAPTER THREE

PRIORITIZE YOUR NEEDS
WHAT ARE YOU EVALUATED ON?

CONDUCT A VOTE OR QUICK SURVEY

Jot down every question you’ve had a hard time answering.
Was it an ask for impact metrics from a funder, request from
a beneficiary, or a board member’s polite demand for better
reporting? After you list what people are asking of you, dig
deeper into each departmental leader, and what they are
evaluated on.

It’s equally important that the doers, the people in each
department using the software most, have their say. Get in a
room and have everyone place sticky notes to vote on each
opportunity area for collecting data, process improvement, and
cross-team collaboration.

CREATE An OPPORTUNITY LIST
Without a process, it’s hard to wrap your head around short
and long-term needs for your nonprofit. The first step is to
get together with your heads of different departments and
think about the areas where you could improve and better
leverage technology.
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TALK TO VENDORS
What better way of understanding technology than from the
people who make it? Have a few informational meetings with
leading vendors, share what you’ve learned from the survey as
discussion points, and ask them for their recommendations.

CREATE A BUYING PLAN
No one wants to waste time internally, have bad meetings, or think they can make
a purchase only to find out at the end you missed a step and you can’t get sign off.
Work with vendors to create a project plan. Here’s a quick example of typical steps
you can customize based on your buying process with vendors.

PROCUREMENT
PRESENTATIONS
Have vendor meetings
and demonstrations
to better understand
offerings and strengths.

REQUIREMENTS
USE CASES
Document use cases,
current situation,
cost, and value of
making a change.

Detail out
requirements of what
you will need and
have vendors share
their opinions.
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SELECTION
Rank vendors
by organization,
community,
and products.
Decide with all
stakeholders.

Go through any
needed, legal and
financial discussions
to sign contracts and
begin timing out
implementation.

IMPLEMENTATION
Have implementation
kickoff meetings,
formalize launch plan
timing, and further detail
out success criteria.

ALIGN USE CASES & VALUE
A use case is simply a documented process or way of achieving departmental or organizational goals.
Use cases can be only for a single department, but more often require multiple teams across fundraising,
programs, marketing, operations, and more to achieve results.
To agree on a priority for what use cases to solve for first, it’s important to understand the value of improving
how you operate in each area. Jot down use cases with some metrics you can improve that you can
benchmark against, and make assumptions on how much you could improve on each.

FIND METRICS THAT MATTER
MAJOR GIFTS & MOVES
MANAGEMENT

CAMPAIGNS & END OF
YEAR APPEALS

project based
programs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

# Donors/Major Donors
# Major gifts per month
Average size of gift
# Outreach Attempts
Email open % / CTR
# Leads/Lead conversion %
# Staff hours saved Impact
Transparency

# Hours/time campaign
# Email subscribers
Email open %
Click through %
# Views
# Followers, #shares
# New Donors/# Donations
Average size of gift
# New program participants

# Constituents
% Satisfaction Rating
% Project completion
# Staff hours
# Staff salary
# Volunteers/hours
% Email open / CTR
# Views
# Followers, #shares
Volunteer to Donor conversion %

Then you can rank use cases by priority of impact for each department, check out some of the samples use cases below.
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FUNDRAISING
The fundraising world is shifting with many nonprofits wanting to diversify funding streams across
grants, donations, and earned income, and be able to relate these to programs. When you are
looking for fundraising use cases, make sure to think about how email, social, and other forms of
communication fill the development funnel with leads from a marketing point of view. And, how you
can turn every staff member and supporter into a fundraising evangelist with one view of donors.
A few common fundraising use cases are:

USE CASE

DESCRIPTION

PEOPLE

PRIORITY

Donor
Relationship
Management

Gain a complete view of your donors
and prospects and ensure you’re
effectively engaging.

Donor Relations,
Development,
Marketing

High (3)

Major Donors
& Gifts

Manage and optimize the journey
from prospect to donor to major
donor through retention.

Major Gifts, Donor
Relations

Med (2)

Online
Fundraising &
Payments

Fundraise digitally through online
donation forms and Peer to Peer (P2P)
campaigns.

Marketing,
Development

Low (1)

Revenue
Analytics &
Insights

Report on fundraising success
including all streams of income.

Executive Director,
Fundraising,
Finance

High (3)

There are many tools that can help you extend your fundraising efforts with online,
social fundraising, wealth data, etc. Check out a few in the AppExchange.
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“Our previous
system was strictly a
donations processing
database...overall we
found the technology
was really outdated
and fragmented..there
also wasn’t anything to
bring all our systems
together.”

CRISTIN O’LEARY JONES
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR,
CAMP KESEM

MARKETING
Most marketing tools are completely disconnected from the data to segment constituents, which resides
in their CRM systems. And, because of this, you can’t tie marketing activities to successes in driving
new donors or program participants. With the right tools one marketer can send, test and measure
personalized communications at scale, and easily handoff leads to development or programs staff.
Some common marketing use cases are:

USE CASE

DESCRIPTION

PEOPLE

PRIORITY

Campaigns &
Major Appeals

Increase engagement and fundraising
on appeal campaigns and streamline
staff efforts with in planning,
communicating and measuring efforts.

Marketing,
Development,
Social &
Community.

High (3)

Online
Advocacy

Create evangelists for your cause that
share your mission across social
channels, in email, with signed
petitions, and in person.

Marketing, Social
& Community

High (3)

Marketing
Automation &
Journeys

Gain full visibility into constituent touch
points and optimize the journey from
prospect to major donor or intake
through program impact.

Marketing,
Development &
Programs

Med (2)

Listen and react to urgent needs such
as a disaster, constituent need, or
policy change, and respond in a timely,
meaningful way.

Marketing, Social,
Community &
Programs

Immediate
Response

Once you have a marketing platform in place with segmented constituents, there are
no limits to how you can better connect with your constituents.
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Low (1)

“We understood
from an early point
in our organization’s
building process
that we would need
a dynamic, largescale CRM capable
of engaging and
tracking all of our
interactions with 19
million citizens.”

JONATHAN WIENER
SR. DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL,
RECLAIM NEW YORK

PROGRAMS
Programs are typically the least digitized area within a nonprofit, mostly because of how unique each
program is. But, what if you could capture every aspect of your program data, automate processes
without IT help, and measure the inputs, outputs, and outcomes that create impact? Nonprofits are
doing this every day by finding the right technology that can map to the complexity of their programs.
As each program is different, first it is most important to look for software based on the types of
programs you have.
Some common programs examples are:

USE CASE

DESCRIPTION

PEOPLE

PRIORITY

Event &
Project Based
Programs

Delivery and execution of projects
or events from start to finish with a
complete view of status, volunteers,
and insights on where to improve.

Programs,
Operations,
Community,
Marketing Director

High (3)

Human
Services

Manage the entire lifecycle from intake
to impact for clients with a complete
view of caseload and outcomes, and
collaborate with referral partners.

Programs,
Operations,
Community

High (3)

HelpLine /
HotLine

Respond quickly and effectively to
inbound and outbound calls, texts,
and chats and capture data while
maintaining caller’s anonymity.

Programs, Call
Center Managers,
Operations

Med (2)

Regardless of your programs, you should be looking for a completely customizable database with
the ability to create any object or workflow without IT help. Look for out-of-the-box yet customizable
capabilities like cases in human services, communities for self-service, collaboration in project-based
programs, and omnichannel support for call centers.
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“We realized that there
was so much we
could do to engage
teachers...It took us
a really long time
to land on the right
technology. We
needed something
that was completely
customizable.”

MICHELLE BROWN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COMMONLIT

ANALYTICS
Each departmental use case will have a set of reports, but, it’s not just the data you
can report on, it’s how that data can be used to make better decisions, operate more
effectively, and prove your impact.
Analytics use cases include:

DONOR INSIGHTS

Leveraging data and Artificial Intelligence
to focus on the right profiles, and reach
out to the highest potential donors for
your next major gift.

DONOR CULTIVATION

Finding opportunities to better steward,
and nudge development officers to follow
up based on lack of interaction.

RETURN ON MARKETING

Understanding return for a specific
campaign, event, or appeal based on cost
and effectiveness of conversion to actions.

PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

Reporting on program impact via tracking
data on beneficiary outcomes.

PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Reporting on operations of running your
programs such as cost or hours invested.

IMPACT/FUNDER REPORTING

Leveraging programs and fundraising data
to justify further investment from funders
and in annual reports.

BOARD REPORTING

Reporting back to the board across your
teams on operations data and impact data.

“Impact data and
aggregated figures
are what we present
to our donors on
our website, but we
can also break down
this information by
types of cases or
demographic data
for funders. We are
able to share that on
average we have a
23X social return on
investment for every
dollar donated.”

ADRIAN TIRTINADI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
OPEN DOOR LEGAL
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CHAPTER FOUR

SHORT LIST PRODUCTS
Partners

Have partner demos

Finding the right partner is critically important to your success,
and you most likely will have more than one. You need a strong
software vendor and typically an implementation partner, which
we’ll go over later in the deployment section.

Now is when you can have the deep-dive meetings with each
vendor. Give them your use cases and initial requirements,
and have them come back with a demonstration of how their
software can work for you. Add new requirements as you learn
about important features they have that you need.

List out questions & requirements
Now you are ready to start documenting requirements for
functionality for vendors and move to the evaluation phase. So,
dig into each use case and write down what the capabilities you
need to digitize and track data.

Rank their capabilities/success
Copy your requirements for each vendor, and have each person
who attended the demos fill in their rankings of vendors, or
just do it yourself and share with the team for changes. Each
capability should be rated via the demonstrations and research
you have done.

SAMPLE Q
AND EVAL UESTIONS
CRITERIA UATION
AT END!
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CHAPTER FIVE

FIND RED FLAGS
Every nonprofit professional that has implemented a few technologies has a story of one that didn’t go so well. Many times that’s due
to something they didn’t catch in the sales cycle, which would have caused them to make a different choice, or just change their focus
for a phase. Here are some we’ve heard time and time again from nonprofits.

Do all departments see value?
A point solution can be good for one team, but most use cases they
include more than just one team. The more you have to use siloed
systems that don’t speak to each other, the further from a single view
of your constituents and mission data you will be.

CAN WE CAPTURE ALL DATA?
A major challenge with traditional CRM software and fundraising
tools is they cannot be customized to your mission, constituents,
supporters, inventory, or outcomes. Make sure you have a tool that
can digitize anything you are trying to track.

CAN WE AUTOMATE ANY MANUAL PROCESSES?
Once you have all the data in a system, can you easily automate
processes based on fields, and create point and click workflows that
give your staff back time in their days? Even better, can you extend this
automation to self-serve beneficiaries or onboard volunteers?

HOW EASY IS IT TO GAIN INSIGHTS?
One of the largest benefits to any system is being able to have
transparency into data, insights into performance, and the ability to
take action from these insights to make change. Make sure you’re not
missing out in this area, especially being able to make dashboards
that show engagement, income, and impact all at once.
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IS IT A GREAT EXPERIENCE?
We use the software we love in our personal lives and delete the rest
of the apps. But, that’s true in our work lives too. If you don’t have a
view for each person based on what they are trying to do, workflows
and an experience that work for them, you’re going to have software
that doesn’t get used.

IS IT MOBILE FIRST SOFTWARE?
Whether we like it or not, we’re all glued to our phones, and future
generations of employees even more. In mission-critical moments we
all still have our phone in our pockets and need to be able to respond
to a need, enter data, or share reports in front of a funder.

WILL WE OUTGROW OUR PARTNER?
No one wants to have to start over. Outgrowing your software is like
building a house, then having to demolish and rebuild it all over
as the foundation is crumbling. Make sure that you can extend to
partners or build anything custom you will need in the future. If not,
don’t buy it.

CHAPTER SIX

SET A PLAN FOR SUCCESS
SET PROJECT GOALS

PHASE OUT A PLAN

The most successful implementations have well defined,
measurable and achievable project goals. When aligned at the
top with your mission goals, all the way through end users in
different departments, everyone has a finish line to strive for.

Prioritize your deployment and goals over time will give you a
roadmap for continuous improvement and ensures you don’t
bite off more than your organization can digest. Make sure
you have a phase one that shows value in as quick of a time
as possible, with an understanding of resource needs, and a
follow-up phase for another group or use case.

FIND THE RIGHT IMPLEMENTATION
PARTNER
Each nonprofit might decides on when it’s right to bring in an
implementation partner. Some prefer to select on once they
are leaning towards a software vendor, others might have a
nonprofit consultant help them through the buying process.
Regardless of how you proceed, make sure you also have a set
of criteria for what’s important in an implementation partner.
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ITERATE AND IMPROVE OVER TIME
Better is better. If you can move off that existing system, correct
some data issues and automate a few processes, start there.
Over time you will find out what your staff and community need,
as well as what other nonprofits are doing with the software.
Have an ongoing list of enhancements and test solutions quickly.

CHAPTER SEVEN

SALESFORCE & NONPROFITS
Salesforce.org is a social enterprise born out of Salesforce.com. That means our customers have access to the same ground-breaking
technology as the world’s leading corporations. Through the Power of Us Program, we give nonprofits access to Salesforce products
and resources to help expand their collective impact. This includes 10 donated subscriptions and deep discounts on additional
subscriptions, products and/or services from Salesforce.

OUR COMMUNITY

TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM & PRODUCTS

One of the most valuable aspects of being a Salesforce customer
is our community. As of January 2018, 87% of Salesforce.org
customers had less than 100 people on staff, just like you. With our
user groups and the Power of Us Hub, you are joining over 40,000
nonprofit members that, on average, answer each other’s questions
in 24 hours.

Salesforce has a powerful software platform and expansive set of
products. On top of that, we build nonprofit solutions at Salesforce.
org, alongside an entire ecosystem of technology companies. This
gives you the biggest ecosystem of integrated nonprofit technology in
the world, with a single database and source of truth for your mission.

Learn more about our emerging nonprofit customers:

Small Nonprofit, Big Impact eBook

SUPPORT & SUCCESS
We believe in on-demand training for nonprofits, free of charge.
Trailhead is our learning platform where our nonprofit customers can
educate themselves any time of day, with content co-created by our
community members in many instances.
Additionally, with Premier Success, every employee has the guidance
they need. It comes packed with one-to-one training accelerators to
make your vision a reality, and best practice shared to develop your
Salesforce skills. You can even get a second set of hands to configure
Salesforce if you’re administrator needs a little extra help.

THE SALESFORCE PLATFORM
Salesforce.com has the world’s #1 CRM, marketing technology,
service/case management, and enterprise cloud platform used
companies and nonprofits of all sizes. You can build anything, with
constant innovation, and without the risk of hitting walls or needing
to change partners.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Leverage best in class software to manage data,
relationships, and processes
Easily create custom objects and data fields to track constituents,
programs, or inventory
Define workflows, tasks, and touch points to automate
any activity for your operations
Build and deploy any custom application for your mission
for web or on mobile devices
Collaborate easily on any piece of data with groups,
discussions, files, knowledge, and reminders
Deploy trusted, fully compliant software, with transparency
in performance and uptime

THE NONPROFIT SUCCESS PACK
Salesforce.org built the Nonprofit Success Pack (NPSP) for and with the community on top of Salesforce CRM.
NPSPS gives you all the capabilities to:

•
•
•

Track relationships between contacts in a household, and
affiliations with organizations/accounts such as employers
or partners
Automate processes with engagement plans and assign to
levels to constituents for segmentation
Track donations, recurring donations, payments, soft credits,
partial soft credits, and matching gifts
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•
•
•

Manage other income such as grant life cycles or earned
income with core CRM capabilities
Manage volunteer engagement, schedules, shifts and skills
Gain insight with dashboards and reports to visualize the
impact of programs, campaigns, and fundraising efforts

ENGAGE WITH PARDOT
Send personalized communications and operate like a team 10X your size with marketing automation integrated into your CRM.
Pardot helps you:

•
•
•
•
•

Create and manage marketing outreach via campaigns and lists
Capture all constituent data with responsive landing pages
and forms
Dynamically create personalized content and emails based on
constituent data synced with CRM
Automate drip email campaigns for each of your constituents
based on rules, people’s action, or task
Segment and score leads and contacts based on specific
preferences and activities

“The Nonprofit Success Pack and Pardot are
mission-critical in expanding our operations,
empowering our staff and volunteers, and
connecting with all of our constituents
to stretch the limits of our social impact.
Salesforce is a major reason we have been
able to achieve a 300% increase in families
helped, and 400% increase in donors.”
Dan Kershaw
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FURNITURE BANK
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•
•

Handoff the most engaged leads to development officers via
tasks, or add supporters/beneficiaries to programs campaigns
Report on engagement and return on marketing campaigns
with analytics and dashboards

*Pardot is part of Marketing cloud, which also helps you publish
and engage across other channels like social, text, advertisements, mobile, etc.

CONNECT WITH COMMUNITIES & SOCIAL STUDIO
Engage and strengthen your community on social channels, or with your very own community for them to connect, support and
access knowledge.

•
•
•

Create a community of supporters, donors, board members
or beneficiaries with branded portals
Help constituents easily connect with one another and
communicate across public, private, or secret groups.
Provide self-service access to information, knowledge, or
processes for with no additional effort or headcount
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•
•

Automatically publish or schedule posts to engage across
social platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and more
Listen to your supporters and beneficiaries across social
channels and understand their needs

COLLABORATE WITH QUIP & CHATTER
Work better together with modern collaboration tools like Chatter groups natively built on Salesforce, and Quip to
communicate and collaborate, even offline.

•
•
•

Collapse documents, spreadsheets, note taking, and chat in
an interactive canvas with Quip
Drive action with a simple, elegant collaboration solution with
Live Apps for projects, calendars, checklists, and reminders
Be more productive in and across departments with mobile
collaboration, even offline
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•
•

Integrate data from other systems like Salesforce into Quip,
and even update data from those systems
Collaborate in groups and around Salesforce objects or
reports with Chatter

EXTEND WITH THE APPEXCHANGE
A modern nonprofit platform is built to integrate with these experiences, and should have entire ecosystems of partners to choose from.
Some common examples are:

•
•
•
•

Online Donations & Payments - Connect to payment
processors, online donation pages, peer 2 peer fundraising
platforms, and more.
Wealth Data - Leverage data to focus on the donor profiles
with the highest potential for your next potential major gift.
Ticketing & Events - Having that next big Gala or community
fundraiser? Connect to dozens of ticketing and events platforms.
Forms & Surveys - Need to capture all the data you can?
Capture all demographic, needs data, preferences, and
feedback in Salesforce.

•
•

There are so many nonprofit Apps today it’s hard to count.
Check out apps and integrations here.

“If you are using Salesforce and there’s
something that you can’t quite find, you
can go onto the AppexChange and find
something that someone’s built, that’s going
to answer that problem for you. Being able
to go on their and see 10 or 10,000 other
organizations have had this issue, you can then
go enhance what’s already in the core offering.”
AMANDA KILIBARDA GUTIERREZ
DATA AND SYSTEMS SUPPORT SPECIALIST,
SPARK PROGRAM
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Offline Data - Capture data, even offline if you’re in the field
with no Wifi leveraging partners.
Document Tools - Auto generate documents on the fly, and
have them signed electronically with e-signature.

GET STARTED WITH SALESFORCE
You might be thinking ‘All of those things sound great... how do I pick the capabilities I need and get started? Mission Launch has
many of the things small and emerging nonprofits tell us they need, rolled into a convenient bundle, and designed to help you
build capacity and scale the impact of your work.

Mission Launch will help you:
•
•
•
•
•

Grow your funds for your mission, with the Nonprofit Success
Pack and sales licenses to streamline fundraising
Manage your mission, with one place to store all of your data
on the Salesforce Platform and collaborate with Quip
Communicate at scale with Pardot to engage smarter through
personalized emails, content and automation
Measure your mission with easy-to-use over 60 nonprofit
reports and dashboards
Succeed and innovate, with Premier Success, communitypowered training, and support

learn more
Download the solution snapshot for
more details on Mission Launch
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THANK YOU!
Wherever you go on your technology journey, our mission is to help you achieve yours.
And if you need us, we’ll be here cheering you on.

CONTACT US

TO SHARE MORE ABOUT YOUR
PROJECT AND NEEDS

SOLUTION EVALUATION QUESTIONS
VENDOR QUESTIONS
PARTNER MISSION

Learning & Success

Are they a mission-driven organization?

Does the vendor provide an online, free training tool?

Does their mission align with ours?

Can I easily connect and get help from peers digitally?

Do they make grants?

Do they have strong nonprofit implementation partners?

Do they give away free & discounted licenses?

Can we purchase additional support services if we need them?

Can/will they volunteer with us?

Customers & Community

Organization Viability
Have they proven that they are financial successful and sound?

How large is their community?

How large are they in employee count?

Is there a large talent pool to hire from?

Do they have a reputation of being a good place to work and
good partner?

Do they host and convene community events?
What is their customer satisfaction rating?
Do they actively solicit feedback for updates/
additional features?

TECHNOLOGY QUESTIONS
PLATFORM & INNOVATION

Scale & Flexibility

Is everything in the cloud

Is there a free trial and free licenses to start?

Are their mobile apps for all devices?

How easy is it to make changes to the platform?

Is the technology purpose-built for nonprofits?

Can you create custom objects and fields?

How many releases per year? Are we automatically upgraded?

Can it map to the complexity of your mission?

What is their R&D budget?

Can you scale to multiple departments/chapters.

Trust & Security

Openness & Integrations

What is their uptime and performance?

Can we easily integrate with clicks not code?

How transparent are they in sharing this?

Is there an ecosystem partners to download apps from?

How secure is the technology?

How many different apps are available?

What customers trust this vendor?

Can we build our own integrations or apps?

SOLUTION QUESTIONS
FUNDRAISING
Can you have one view of your constituents history including
donations and volunteer hours, along with marketing
engagement?
Does your platform make it easy to focus on the right donors
based on relationships, activities like volunteering, total giving and
net worth?
Is it easy to track donations, recurring donations, payments, soft
credits, partial soft credits, and matching gifts?
Can you easily share your progress, plan and communications
strategy of moving your donors forward?

MARKETING
Is it easy for you to personalize a message, almost as well as you
could do in person, but across thousands of people?
Can you automate emails along the constituent journeys with
communications triggered and customized based on CRM data?
Does your platform make it easy to connect with supporters via
email, social media, and your website?
Can you nurture donors with targeted communications at every
stage from the first time through to major donor?

PROGRAMS
Can you easily customize the platform to digitize your projects,
beneficiaries, inputs, outputs, and outcomes?
Can you collaborate around programs and automate services you
provide?
Can you share the impact of your programs with the
development/fundraising team while keeping information secure?
Is it easy to have the most up-to-date data across your staff, to
have a 360-degree view of your clients or beneficiaries?

ANALYTICS
Can you report and rollup reports across all types of income
including donations, grants, and earned income such as
memberships or fee for service?
Can you leverage data and Artificial Intelligence to focus on the
right activities such as reaching out to the highest potential donors
for your next major gift or helping the next beneficiary?
Is it easy to understand your return on marketing efforts for a
specific campaign, event, or appeal based on cost and
effectiveness and conversion to actions like a donation?
Can you report on program operations such as cost as well as
impact via tracking data on beneficiary outcomes?
Is it easy to securely share portions of reports with internal staff
like development officers, but also portions with board members
or funders directly?

